Rose Festival — Bulgaria

30 May. 2014 – 02 Jun. 2014

Accommodation: 3 Star Hotels: Park Hotel Moskva, Hotel Han, Hotel Star
Friday 30th May – Departure from Malta at 00:35hrs and arrival at Sofia airport at
05:15hrs. Transfer from airport and accommodation at Park Hotel Moskva 3* in Sofia. A
comfortable hotel which is situated in a large park. Check-in and free time to relax till early
afternoon. In the afternoon: English guided sightseeing tour visiting some of the most
remarkable places in Sofia for about 2 hours. Transport from Hotel to the city centre is
included. Of tourists wish to stay in the centre after the tour they can take a taxi (approx
Eur3.00) or the subway (Eur0.50c). Dinner will be served in the Panorama Restaurant on
the 18th floor which offers fantastic views and overnight in the hotel.

Saturday 31st May - An early breakfast and departure at 07:00hrs to the picturesque
town of Karlovo (140km away from Sofia) hidden in between two mountains and offering
beautiful views. Accommodation at the Hotel Hanat 3* in the centre of the town where the
festival takes place. The festival begins at 09:00 with the traditional rose-picking and
continues long into the late afternoon with songs, dances, competitions and shows. In the
evening a 4 course dinner, including: 1/3 bottle of wine, 1 small bottle of water or nonalcoholic drink, in the garden restaurant of the hotel.

Sunday 1st June - Breakfast at 09:00hrs at the hotel and then departure to Plovdiv (56km
away from Karlovo). Plovdiv is the oldest continually inhabited city in Europe, with a history
of inhabitation going back over 8000 years. Accomodation in Hotel Star – 3*, in the very
centre of town, close to all amenities and near to the shopping street/pedestrian zone also
with busy nightlife. After arrival – approx 11:00hrs English guided tour of the Old Town The Old Plovdiv is compact and within walking distance. There is a good collection of
Bulgarian revival buildings in use as museums, hotels, and restaurants etc. Afternoon at
leisure. Folklore dinner, a highlight in the programme, in a very typical Bulgarian restuarant
which offers not only traditional Bulgarian food but also an attractive programme with
Bulgarian dances and music. Transport is included and overnight at the hotel.

Monday 2nd June - Breakfast can be taken at the Happy Bar & Grill Restaurant next door
to the hotel (approx Eur3.00 – Eur5.00). The restaurant boasts a very rich menu at very
reasonable prices. The rest of the morning can be spent at leisure visiting antique shops or
purchasing rose products. An optional excursion might be also possible. Afternoon 16:45hrs
departure to Sofia Airport. Flight departs at 22:35hrs and arrives in Malta on Tuesday 3rd
June at 01:05hrs (very early morning).

Price includes:
- Direct Air Malta Flights: MLA – SOF – MLA
- Hotel Accommodation sharing in DBL/Twin room - 3 nights on HB (one of them is the
folklore dinner)
- Coach transport as per itinerary
- Guide in English during the sightseeing tours in
PRICE PER PERSON
EUR
Sofia & Plovdiv
Twin Room
475
- Tickets for participation at all events of the Festival
- Accompanying by a representative during the whole Single Room
528
stay of the group.

Child sharing

*The above price is based on a group of minimum 20
persons and is subject to changes should the numbers be less.

439

150 St Lucia Street, Valletta VLT1185
T: 21230681 F: 21230682
E: travel@sullivan.com.mt
W: www.sullivan.com.mt

The Rose Festival

The Festival of the Rose is one of the most remarkable festivities in the area of the famous:
“Rose Valley”, which is situated in central Bulgaria between the Balkan mountains and the
mountain Sredna Gora. All towns and villages organise their own festivities dedicated to this
unique event related to beauty and flowers, to Spring and the scent of the precious rose. The
most attractive festivities are held in the towns Kazanlyk and Karlovo.
The tradition of these celebrations dates back to the first years of the XXth century and
continues till the present day where it became popular under the name “Festival of Roses”.
On that festive day the towns in the Rose valley are full of beauty and fun, dances and songs,
with the irresistible perfume of the majestic Rose.
The festival begins with the typical ritual ‘Rose picking’ in the rose fields which are situated
next to the town. The rose picking is accompanied by an original, ancient dance.
The bag-pipe orchestra supplements the rose picking as well– young girls and men show how
to pick up the delicate petals. The guests are also met with the traditional Bulgarian bread &
salt – a very old tradition, accompanied with bouquets of roses and geraniums.
Dances of Kukeri really make the atmosphere lively and entertaining. Kukeri is a traditional
Bulgarian ritual to scare away evil spirits. Costumed men perform the ritual. The costumes
cover most of the body and include decorated wooden masks of animals (sometimes doublefaced) and large bells attached to the belt. The Kukeri walk and dance to scare evil spirits
away with the costumes and the sound of the bells, as well as to provide a good harvest,
health, and happiness during the year.
To the melody of traditional music the new Queen of Roses appears who will receive her
crown from the last year’s Queen of Roses. The new Queen addresses all the guests and
invites them to pick roses from her Kingdom of the Roses.
The guests watch the enchanting dance of Rose picking. Bulgarian folklore dances are also
performed. Then, from the fields start the walking tour of all present guests to the centre of
the town, led by the Queen. Dances and songs continue with an interesting performance.
In the centre of the town, the organizers of the festival have formed an Alley of the Roses
where local crafts show their products, all connected to the rose.
The event continues with demonstration of brewing the rose petals in the Historic Museum of
the town: to get informed about the process through which the aromatic flower passes for it
to become the world famous rose oil. Authentic utensils from XVIII century are still being
used.
At the end the guests are offered rose liquor, rose brandy and rose jam.

Optional Excursion - Half Day: Bachkovo Monastery

BACHKOVO MONASTERY
One of the oldest monasteries and second biggest monastery in the Bulgarian lands, it rises in the
picturesque Chaya river valley, 29 km south of Plovdiv. Founded in 1083, Bachkovo Monastery is
mainly known for its original architecture, rich collections of old icons, jewelry and coins. The library
preserves many valuable old manuscripts. Its most remarkable feature, however, are the paintings that
are seen everywhere.
On all sides, the monastery is surrounded by the hills of the Rhodopi mountain, which together with
its size and ancient spirit make it one of the most visited monasteries in Bulgaria. The complex and its
neighborhood have grown into a developed tourist sight where dozens of small shops, stalls, and
restaurants stand on both sides of the walkway to the gates and appeal with their variety to visitors.
One can find here everything that grows or is being manufactured in the Rhodopi mountain – rare
herbs, home-made jams of wild fruit, yogurt and white cheese made of sheep or buffalo’s milk, woolen
carpets, etc.
The monastery was founded in 1083 by the Byzantine military commander of Georgian origin, Grigorii
Bakuriani and his brother Abazii. Yet only the two-storey bone-vault, which lies about 300m to the east
of the present-day complex, is still kept from that time. The bone-vault is a must-see building there, for
its unique wall-paintings, which rank among the most valuable works of Orthodox art of the 11th –
12th c. During the times of the Second Bulgarian State, the monastery was patronized by Tsar Ivan
Alexander. At the end of the 11th century, the monastery opened a religious school. A curious fact is
that after the subjection of Bulgarian lands to the Ottoman Empire at the end of the 14th century, the
Bulgarian Patriarch, Evtimii, was sent on exile here in the monastery. Nevertheless, the exile did not
dishearten the Patriarch and he, together with his scholars, developed active religious and cultural
activity.
Even if the Bachkovo monastery survived the first coup of the Ottoman invasion, it was not spared
later on and similarly to other cloisters, was raided and ruined. It was restored towards the end of the
15th century. The wall-paintings of the dining hall, finished in 1603 by an unknown master, are
particularly impressive for their artistic value. The church, on the other hand, also boasts with beautiful
frescoes, but what draws mostly on visitors is its icon of Virgin Mary, believed to be wonder-working. A
long queue of pilgrims wishing to say their prayers to the miraculous image of the God’s Mother, often
starts far outside the entrance of the church. Besides the main church, the complex also has two
smaller shrines: one called St Archangels (13th - 14th c.) and standing in the northern part of the inner
yard (next to the main church) and another one, named after St Nikola (1834-1837). The St Nikola
church rises in the southern part of the yard and is worth visiting for the well-kept paintings of the
famous artist Zahari Zograf (including a portrait of the very artist himself), finished in 1841. The
monastery also has its own museum which holds rare religious items of different times.

PRICE PER PERSON

EUR

4 Hours Tour

28

5 Hours Tour

33

